The aim of developing a technique for measuring the basic rate of mutation in Drosophila, and then discovering how this rate was modified by various environmental influences, was pursued by Muller' almost singlehanded for many years. His first method, finally described in detail in 1928, was designed to cause accumulation of chromosome II lethals through a number of generations of a "balanced lethal" stock. The frequencies of lethals found in two similar lines carried through the interval at different temperatures, divided by the number of generations, were compared, and the difference, though statistically not significant, suggested a doubling of the rate of mutation for a 100 rise in temperature.
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The successful development of the Cl B method of revealing lethals in chromosome I, and the marked increase in mutation frequencies produced by suitable x-ray doses led to the general belief that this method was sufficient to decide the questions originally set by Muller. For (Child) . The scheme of matings is charted in figure 1 Preliminary experiments with this method made early last year showed that a Florida stock (isogenic No. 10) made completely homozygous about two years earlier gave a much higher percentage of lethals in both II and III than had ever been recorded under normal conditions for chromosome I. For that reason, it appeared that the method offered a favorable scheme for getting significant data on the spontaneous mutation rate as well as on the effects of various temperatures and other environmental agents.
We therefore selected one normal stock derived from the above prelimi- a period of heating of 12 and of 24 hours. The latter exposure sterilizes most of the flies, and so the latter series gave much smaller numbers. The similarity between the results of these two experiments seems to confirm the suspicion that it is the temperature shock rather than the duration of the high temperature which produces an increase in mutation frequency. In general, comparison of the control and experimental totals shows that in a stock kept in mass culture after being made lethal free (1) Autosomal lethals appear with a sufficiently high frequency to be used as significant measures of mutation rates, (2) that chromosome III lethals are about four times more numerous than those in chromosome II, (3) and finally, that temperature shocks in the larval period produce an increase in lethal muta- figure 1 shows how that can be done, and it can be continued for as long as the physical endurance of the experimenter lasts. We took up this method on the eighth generation of the non-lethal bearing PROC. N. A. S. 438 line of the experiment just reported (March, 1937) . The results have now been tabulated for successive tests of the same chromosomes for four generations more. They are given in table 2. As soon as a lethal was shown that line was retired from the series, so that the number of lethals listed for each of the generations 9-11 is the number which occurred in that generation only. This series thus gives us an exact measure of the autosomal lethal rate per generation, as well as an indication of the rate at which lethals accumulate or are eliminated in successive generations in each of these chromosomes.
Comparison of the per cents of II Another final point which our study proves conclusively for the first time is that a minimum rate of spontaneous mutation occurs even under the most constant environmental conditions. Generalizing from Drosophila this means that there is no such thing as a static species in nature. It gives further weight to the analysis of Wright9 which requires a minimum genetic variation for evolutionary change, and it furnishes the experimental proof of the shifting genetic composition of the wild population of Drosophila at Gelendzhik recorded in the painstaking and important studies of Dubinin'0 and his co-workers.
Our complete reported recording in addition tests of frequencies of autosomal lethal mutations at various constant temperatures will appear at an early date.
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